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This project is a collection of five analysis methods for the correction of the distortion of some digital images. The UI is simple
as can be. The main idea is to make the distortion correction without introducing the unwanted artifacts. The described

methods are applicable to lens distortion occurring both in focal plane or out of it. In focal plane distortion, the correction looks
a lot like the lens correction on a DSLR. In out of focal plane distortion, the line on which the distortion occurs can be very easily
detected and can be found with very little processing. The local line method is based on the image histogram, and the inverse

line is the thin line with the highest variance in the normalized image gradient. In this case, the line is detected in inverse
image gradient and in the normalized gradient. The local line method, although the simplest, is the most effective

for horizontal lines, probably due to the sign of the distortion. The thick line method is a version of the local line method, but
applied to the thin line. The thick line method, besides resolving the local line, is able to detect the tilt of the camera \|image
gradient\|. All the lines can be found in the image gradient. The line on which the distortion occurs is where the maximum of

the image gradient is. The line method is where the image gradient is maximal in the image gradient
after the lines are detected. The inverse line method is where the line has the maximal gradient multiplied by the image

gradient.  It is used to find the inverse line since the maximum of the normalized image gradient in the line can be found by
using the inverse line method. The maximum gradient multiplied by the image gradient is the same as the line on which

the distortion occurs. The maximum gradient on the line method is the line with
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-------------------------- It uses a Fast Fourier Transform to detect  and correct three types of lens distortions:  1. **Ideal**: When a
lens works perfectly. 2. **Pincushion**: A change in the direction of the image axis. When a lens is pointed upwards or

downwards, it rotates the image 90 degrees in the direction of the lens. 3. **Barrel**: A change in the position of the image on
the sensor. When a lens is pointed to the right or left, it moves the image downwards or upwards. The plugin displays the

distortion (reduced, perfect or increased) in the image at the bottom right corner, its preview can be seen in the image below:
![Camera Lens Distortion plugin](images/lens-distortion.jpg){.thumbnail} The plugin also shows the percentage of correction on
the 'best correction' layer of the image. The correction can be applied manually, or by pressing the 'Auto' button. Camera Lens

Distortion Screenshots: ----------------------------------- ![Camera Lens Distortion preview](images/lens-distortion-
preview.jpg){.thumbnail} You can drag around the image and, after a bit of calibration, the distortion should be displayed.

Camera Lens Distortion Known Issues: ------------------------------------ The plugin displays the distortion (reduced, perfect or
increased) in the image at the bottom right corner, its preview can be seen in the image below: ![Camera Lens Distortion

plugin](images/lens-distortion-issues.jpg){.thumbnail} Images that are scaled down will not show a distortion, with that in mind,
images that are not resized will show a distortion, with that in mind, please try to save your resized images under the default
resize resolution. The plugin also displays the percentage of correction on the 'best correction' layer of the image. License:

------- This plugin is released under the MIT License. See [MIT License]( for details. MPWI Public Square Opens at Bellingham’s D
Street Center b7e8fdf5c8
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=============================== There are two types of camera lens distortions: Pincushion distortion: Those
images which are convex, the lens tends to bulge aspect (field) when the subject is too close or too far away. The lens tends to
concave aspect (field) when the subject is too close or too far away. Barrel distortion: Those images which are concave, the lens
tends to pucker aspect (field) when the subject is too close or too far away. The lens tends to protrude aspect (field) when the
subject is too close or too far away. To see if the distortion is pincushion or barrel distortion, you can move the distance tool (on
the tool bar) to the center, or to the edge of the preview image and see if the image is distorted. For example, if you have
distorted photos, use the distance tool to move the center of the image to the corner, see if the image is distorted. To view the
rendered preview (pink color) or any photo, select a photo, and then click on the Camera Lens Distortion button on the tool bar.
You can also open an image at any time, select a photo and click on the render button for a faster preview. If you have a lot of
images, you can click the reload button to reload the images for the latest distortions. You can change the distortion type by
clicking the radio button for the distortion.  You can select a photo from the library, or click on a folder to select images inside a
folder. You can even select an image on a web page. To see the corrections, select a photo, and click on the Effects tab. The
corrected image will display a preview window and the distortion will be corrected. To see the correction made, you can select
each effect on the rendering page. To see the first correction, hold down the left mouse button and click on the first effect. You
can continue to see more corrections by holding down the left mouse button  and clicking on the next effect. Camera Lens
Distortion Camera Rig Correction: ============================================ This camera rig is a
solution that works with using a Camera Rig with a camera

What's New In?

– Gives you a possibility to make corrections (with provided curves) to camera lens distortion that is corrected during image
capture using special image lens (this distortion can be caused by lens used in digital photography, some lenses used in
analogue photography or even some lenses can do both - this plugin simulates what happens). – Gives you a choice to correct
either «lens distortion» or «distortion» (actually - you can use any name you want for both). – Correction can be done to both
vertical and horizontal orientation of pixels. – Its main purpose is to correct low quality, poor quality or even complete lenses (it
can simulate it's effect, too). – Also it can repair bad pixels (if it's a JPEG format photo - in this case it'll generate a new JPEG file
with corrected pixels). – Fully customizable. You can adjust almost all preferences and settings. – You can adjust the amplitude
(«multiplier») of correction. – It simulates how lens would work - imagine a lens has a very «big» - well, what we can say about
its size - diopter, a lens cover, a piece of glass and a lens are infinitely tiny and we shouldn't care much about their size. Its
current value of correction is calculated like that: if your diopter (this value depends on your eye) is 3.0, it will effectively
correct your lens for a diopter of 3.0, like a lens would do. – You can create your own lens model by providing 3 parameter to be
used for calculations: – A root pixel («center of a lens») in horizontal and vertical direction («x» and «y» respectively). – A focal
length in millimeters («f»). – The «Amplitude» value in percentage. – A camera technology which your camera was using («PC»,
«Mac» or «Both»). – You can show pop-up window if you have a «New Project» button. You can find more information in
README.txt file (or a link in README.txt to the Wiki page with more information) or check the Wiki page. Plugin Usage and How
to Use ============= – Load the plugin. – Open a photo you want to correct. – Adjust «Camera Lens Distortion» plugin
parameters and click «Apply». – Adjust «Camera Lens
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit or 64-bit) CPU: Pentium III 450MHz or higher, Athlon 4200 or
higher Memory: 128MB or higher Graphics: Radeon 8500 or higher, NVIDIA GeForce 8600 or higher DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard
drive: 250MB or higher Additional: Windows: SP2 or later (32-bit or 64-bit) DirectX
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